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14 march 7, 2002 issn 1068-2341 a peer-reviewed scholarly journal editor: gene v glass north korea’s
partisan family state 北朝鮮のパルチザン家族主 - system as a “partisan state” (yugekitai kokka in japanese; yugyokdai
gukka in korean).[7] the concept draws attention to the political actors who played a central role in the
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on sunday, january 27th at 10:00 am, we will have the opportunity to express our gratitude to shinran for
revealing to us life’s true purpose. this is the first of many occasions in 2019 to deeply listen to the teachings
of the buddha and shinran. the evect of platelet-rich plasma gel in the early phase ... - doi
10.1007/s00402-009-0935-4 123 basic science the evect of platelet-rich plasma gel in the early phase of
patellar tendon healing dimitris n. lyras · konstantinos kazakos · dionysios verettas · sotirios botaitis · george
agrogiannis · anna kokka · michail pitiakoudis · athanasios kotzakaris received: 10 november 2008 springerverlag 2009 mcd university of divinity - project muse - teikoku shi, kokka shintō, koyū shinkō [colonial
korea and religion: imperial history, state shinto, and indigenous beliefs] ed. by isomae jun’ichi, yun haedong
(review) izumi niwa, kim hwansoo journal of korean religions, volume 4, number 2, october 2013, pp. 203-204
(review) published by university of hawai'i press doi: tomomi yamaguchi academic appointments - the
asia pacific journal, vol 9, issue 41, no. 3, october 10, 2011 tomomi yamaguchi, “the pen and the sword:
ethical issues surrounding research on pro-war right-wingers in japan.” critical asian studies, vol. 42, number 3,
august 2010 tomomi yamaguchi, “impartial observation and partial participation: feminist ethnography in title
the development of the study on the history of ... - volume xxix (october 1959) number 2 the
development of the study on the history of japanese economic thought . by eijiro honjo* chap. i. first period,
the meiji era (period of foundation) after the meiji restoration, the study of western political economy was ...
issue of "kokka gakkai zasshi" vol. 6, no. 79, giving the names of the ... quantitative analysis of the
peripheral blood cytotoxic t ... - volume 98, number 6, september 1996, 1432–1440 quantitative analysis
of the peripheral blood cytotoxic t lymphocyte response in patients with chronic hepatitis c virus infection
barbara rehermann,* kyong-mi chang,* john g. mchutchison, ‡ robert kokka, on the announcement of the
white paper on international ... - volume 10 number 10, september/ october 2004, federal reserve bank of
new york. higgins, m., klitgaard t. and tille, c. (2005), “the income implications of rising u.s. international
liabilities,” current issues in economics and finance, volume 11 number 12, december 2005, federal reserve
bank of new york. publicity and propaganda in 1930s japan: modernism as method - design issues:
volume 25, number 4 autumn 2009 17 duced to japan and they were associated with progressive modernity,
leisure, and consumption. combining disparate spheres of consump-tion, in this case food and sports, was an
effective tactic of doubling pleasurable expectations. it is worth mentioning here again that moral education
in japan - tandfonline - 172 journal of moral education volume 19 number 3, october 1990 moral education
in japan klaus luhmer sj abstract in spite of the officially secular character of public institutional life, including
education, religion is a pervasive undercurrent which affects moral education, both at home and in school. in
different ways buddhism, shinto ... different receptors for somatostatin and opioids in ... - 10 nm (curve
a) or 100 nm (curve b) leucine-enkephalin of such an elevation. 2.5 x lo6 viable cells/plate, 85 mm in diameter,
98% viability, passage number 17. each value is the mean t s. d. of data obtained from three parallel
incubations. basal level of cyclic amp in the absence of additions: 14 fi 1 roshia, too no kokka to shakai
[state and society ... - rosh la, too no kokka to shakai [state and society in russia and east europe]. by
shigeto toriyama. tokyo: kobun-sha, 1985. vii, 412, xxvi pp. map. ¥4,500. the author of this monumental
volume is well known to japanese readers because of his active contributions for many years to the study of
russian and east european history in japan. intabulletin - international trademark association intabulletin the voice of the international trademark association associationnews associationnews ... volume
and issue number, proposed use and estimated number of copies or viewers to bulletin@inta. inta bulletin
sponsorships in no way connote inta’s endorsement of the products, services or messages depicted therein. ...
kokka & backus ... buddhism and the state in sixteenth-century japan - of the year tensho 10, that is,
june 17, 1582, just a few days before he was killed. see document 1, okuno takahiro, onmk i, 14-17, and
document 1055, onmkii, 767-768. okuno performed a pro digious task in collecting the number of documents
that he did. he culled those documents from so many different sources—over six collocational analysis in
japanese text input - based on these wcp. using this matrix, the mean number of candidate sentences in
kana.-to-kanji translation is reduced to about 1/10 of those fi-om existing morphological methods. 1roduction
for keyboard input of japanese, kana-to-kanji translation method [kawada79] [makino80] [abe86] is the most
popu- takashi shiraishi tetsushi sonobe editors emerging states ... - perspectives. the four-volume
studies of emerging-economy state series, of which this book is the ﬁrst to showcase our take on emerging
states and economies, is an important product of our common endeavors. the series will include paths to the
emerging state in asia and africa, which offers historical and contemporary case issn: 1500-0713 article
title: “fairness” and japanese ... - program. 10 others take the narro w view that the government cannot
be trusted to spend public revenues wisely. 11 in the case of japanese sickness insurance, the concept of
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fairness is linked to government subsidies and an increase in the number of insured people, leading to
universal coverage. fairness is the key concept in state and family in modern japan: a historical
perspective - economy and society volume 39 number 3 august 2010: 317 336. most basic unit of
governance. in many important matters ranging from ... (kazoku kokka). the imperial rescript on education
(1890) read to generations of schoolchildren exhorted japanese subjects not only to be ‘filial to your parents,
affectionate to theory of economic policy by young title kawakami－in ... - volume numbers and page of
the kawakami hajime zenshu (complete works of hajime kawakami) which was published in january 1982 and
thereafter by iwanami shoten, publishers. *'" professor, faculty of economics j kyoto university. 1) "kokka
gakkai zasshi" (the journal of the association if political and social sciences), vol. 16, no. 187, merciful
mother kannon and its audiences - merciful mother kannon and its audiences chelsea foxwell first
published in the japanese art journal kokka (flowers of the nation) a year after its creation, merciful mother
kannon (1888) by kano ho¯gai (1828–1888) is today one of the most religion and politics in heian-period
japan1 - religion compass 7/8 (2013): 284–293, 10.1111/rec3.12054 religion and politics in heian-period
japan1 heather blair* indiana university abstract the religious culture of japan’s heian period (794–1185), like
that of other times and places, was structured by power differentials; it can therefore fruitfully be understood
as political. combining volume 2 2018 philosophy and translation - volume 2, special theme: philosophy
and translation april 2018 ... civilisation, and he translated a number of philosophical and other technical terms
... from greek into the title of kokka-gaku 国家学 (daiichi-shobō 第一書房, 1937), bulletin - international
trademark association - the inta bulletin editorial board reserves the right to make, in its sole discretion,
editorial changes to any item offered to it for publication. for permission to reproduce inta bulletin articles,
send a brief message with the article’s name, volume and issue number, proposed use and estimated number
of copies or viewers to bulletin@inta. identification of chrysanthemum genetic resources ... - japan
began in earnest, hit 10 million dollars in 2012 (mafra 2013). recently, however, as plant quarantine in japan
has been strengthened, volumes of chrysanthemum exports are expected to drop due to the serious
infestation of white rust disease in korea. chrysanthemum white rust, caused by puccinia horiana severe
rhabdomyolysis and acute renal failure in an ... - severe rhabdomyolysis and acute renal failure in an
adolescent with hypothyroidism elif Çomak1, mustafa koyun1, bahar kılıçarslan-akkaya2, İffet bircan3, sema
akman1 departments of 1pediatric nephrology, 2pathology, and 3pediatric endocrinology, akdeniz university
faculty of medicine, antalya, turkey summary: Çomak e, koyun m, kılıçarslan-akkaya b, bircan İ,akman s.
severe bisphosphonate-associated osteonecrosis of the jaw: report ... - editorial bisphosphonateassociated osteonecrosis of the jaw: report of a task force of the american society for bone and mineral
research sundeep khosla (chair), david burr, jane cauley, david w dempster, peter r ebeling, dieter felsenberg,
japanese moratorium on the death penalty - the number of states that retain capital punishment is
declining, with ... the primary goal of this volume is to provide a better under-standing of the elite-driven
nature of the capital punishment system in ... keep japan ho chi kokka · (a law-abiding country); capital
punishment and ... map 1 japan. map by william ash, the imaging center, bates ... - map by william
ash, the imaging center, bates college. hirai final pagesdd 20 5/12/14 11:44 am. ... his and other historians’
endeavors have resulted in a large number of ... kōbunkan’s fifteen-volume kokushi daijiten, the most
comprehensive encyclopedia of renaissance books publishes both monographs and major ... renaissance books publishes both monographs and major collections for the scholarly market ... supported by
a number of high-profile case studies, this volume offers a comprehensive exploration of japanese-german
economic relations through the whole of the twentieth and beginning of the twenty- this list also includes
un-published materials, galley ... - 文学(古典) 331-0080g galley proof 10 del kihan kokubun kaishaku kato
morimitsu 1939 a-360 軌範國文解釋 加藤守光 東京 廣文館 辭典(国語) a-9001 book 1 disapproved shin jidaigo noto fujino minoru
1948 c-8275 11/26/48 新時代語ノート 藤野稔 東京 鮎澤書店 16 cm. : 201, 14 p. employees’ compensation appeals board dol - number of employment incidents and conditions. appellant stopped work in october 1997.1 in an
accompanying statement, appellant indicated that the factors that led to her emotional condition included:
problems with her new branch chief, who found fault with everything she did; working long hours to meet
production demands; being involuntarily moved issn: 2320-8848 (online) issn: 2321-0362 (print ... volume 1; issue 3 paper- 1 “impact of fdi on smes – a study of andhra pradesh” ijmst may, 2013 international
journal for management science and issn: 2320-8848 (online) issn: 2321-0362 (print) dr.kdarsan assistant
professor sreenivasa institute of technology and management studies, (sitams), chittoor reference - minister
of economy, trade and industry - 6 sanshutsu bunseki no shuho niyoru -1-” (“mita science journal” no. 6,
volume 63, keio gijuku economy society) research and statistics department, economic and industrial bureau,
ministry of economy, trade and moderate level alcohol during pregnancy, prenatal stress ... - limbichypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical axis response to stress in rhesus monkeys mary l. schneider, colleen f.
moore, and gary w. kraemer this study examined the relationship between moderate-level prenatal alcohol
exposure, prenatal stress, and postnatal response to a challenging event in 6-month-old rhesus monkeys.
immunohistochemical study of angiogenesis after local ... - immunohistochemical study of angiogenesis
after local administration of platelet-rich plasma ... tion of platelets in a small volume of plasma, which ... with
the highest number of micro-vessel ... wednesday, 13th january, 2016 rare books, manuscripts ... -
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asian art - the kokka an illustrated monthly journal of the fine and applied arts of japan and other eastern
countries. tokyo: the kokka co., 1905. folio, volume 16, numbers 176-187 (jan-dec.) in one volume, collotype &
chromoxylograph plates, some coloured, bound in red buckram; and also numbers 206-231 (july 1907- august
1909), plates, original the 'illusion' of homogeneous japan and national character ... - binary. a number
of concrete examples are presented – both historical and contemporary – to illustrate how those discourses
which resonate with popular lived experience can successfully take root in the popular psyche and become
part of the japanese world-view. the argument is that rather than dismissing such popular assumptions ...
japan’s strategic trajectory and collective self-defense ... - japan’s strategic trajectory and collective
self-defense: essential continuity or radical shift? christopher w. hughes the journal of japanese studies,
volume 43, number 1, winter 2017, pp. ja pa n esepol i t ic stoday - home - springer - nize as strengths of
this volume. first is the diversity of contributors in terms of their national origin and training in japanese
politics— from the united states, england, australia, china, india, israel, and japan. with complex dramas
reshaping the nation’s political life at the dawn of the twenty- first century, the broader range of boom, bust
and crisis: labour, corporate power and ... - number of part-time, non-unionized, lowpaying,andvolatilejobs.undesirableintheir own right, these jobs have also helped busi-ness to undermine
unions. second is the opening up of the canadian economy to transnational companies through initiatives such
as nafta and a variety of foreign investment-friendly policies. foreign owner- place of date of
coole(kozono)/wang j/w no author(s ... - the bibliography is arranged in alphabetical order of author. wang
refers to helen wang’s ‘new publications on japanese coins (incl. a bibliography of japanese numismatics,
1960-2011)’, journal of the oriental numismatic society 210 (winter 2012), pp. 44-47.
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